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Subordinates’ Justice-Oriented Voice Over Time 

 

Abstract  

A significant stream of organizational research seeks to answer questions related to when 

or how frequently individuals express their voice about the issues or problems they face at work. 

However, the vast majority of this work is cross-sectional and neglects the fundamental fact that 

voice is a phenomenon that occurs over time. As such, there is little understanding about the 

dynamic process of voice and its antecedents or consequences. We employ a temporal approach 

to examine how and when subordinates express their justice-oriented voice over time when faced 

with self-favoring powerholders. In two experiments conducted in different countries (Singapore 

and Italy) and played for different outcomes (money versus extra work), we show that repeated 

exposure to self-favoring and non-responsive powerholders results in a curvilinear trend in voice 

such that subordinates’ justice-oriented voice initially increases over time but eventually tails off. 

We further show that subordinates’ instrumental motives mediate this relationship. When 

powerholders are self-favoring and non-responsive to voice over time, subordinates come to 

view their voice as less instrumental and eventually stop expressing their justice-oriented voice.  

Keywords: voice, justice, time/change, frustration effect, helplessness
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Heard But Not Acted Upon: How A Self-Favoring Powerholder’s Responsiveness Impacts 

Subordinates’ Justice-Oriented Voice Over Time  

Powerholders have often been accused of behaving in a self-interested manner (Kipnis, 

1972; Maner & Mead, 2010), including taking more than they deserve. Indeed, it is already well 

established that power encourages people to be more disinhibited (Anderson & Berdahl, 2002; 

Galinsky, Gruenfeld, & Magee, 2003; Keltner, Gruenfeld, & Anderson, 2003), makes it more 

likely that they will act on their preferences and goals (Galinsky, Magee, Gruenfeld, Whitson, & 

Liljenquist, 2008; Guinote, 2007; Smith & Trope, 2006), and exacerbates self-interested 

behavior (e.g., Anderson & Galinsky, 2006; DeCelles, DeRue, Margolis, & Ceranic, 2012; Piff, 

Kraus, Côté, Cheng, & Keltner, 2010). For example, simply being appointed the head of the 

group makes people more likely to take a disproportionate share of their group’s common 

resources (De Cremer & van Dijk, 2005; van Dijk & De Cremer, 2006). Recognizing this, some 

organizations and regulatory agencies have sought ways to rein in powerholders’ self-interested 

tendencies (van Dierendonck, 2011), including restructuring incentive schemes (Palmer, 2010; 

Pfeifer, 2008) and introducing new government regulations (e.g., the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, cf. 

Brown & Treviño, 2006). However, these efforts have met with resistance from powerholders 

themselves (e.g., Jenkins & Tett, 2010) and demonstrated mixed results (e.g., Braithwaite, 2015; 

Frank, 2010; Slater, 2014).  

There is, however, another way powerholders’ self-interested tendencies can be kept in 

check: subordinate voice (Oc, Bashshur & Moore, 2015). Subordinate voice serves as a source of 

social information for powerholders as they make allocations over time (Oc et al., 2015). As Oc 

and colleagues explain, voice can dampen powerholders’ self-interested tendencies and cause 

them to engage in a type of self-regulation, trading off self-interest for the interests of others. In 
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other words, voice is a potential check on powerholders’ self-interested behavior, and as such, an 

important process to understand. In this paper we take the perspective of the subordinate to 

explore how and when subordinates voice in the face of self-interested powerholders. 

As Morrison points out, “the decision to speak up is ….one that often unfolds slowly over 

time” (2014, p. 193). This makes intuitive sense. Work situations are not static, and opportunities 

for voice and the consequences of that voice also vary (Bashshur & Oc, 2015; Morrison, 2014). 

For example, we already know that subordinate voice can beget a number of reactions (Bashshur 

& Oc, 2015). Voice may be heard and simply ignored (Dyck & Starke, 1999; Folger, 1977; 

Harlos, 2001). Alternatively, subordinate voice may be heard and acted upon such that 

subordinates receive more favorable outcomes (Oc et al., 2015), or subordinate voice may be 

reacted against such that subordinates are punished for their voice (Burris, Detert, & Romney, 

2013; Seibert, Kramer, & Crant, 2001). Unfortunately, to date our understanding of these effects 

is constrained by the treatment of voice as a one-time event and the cross-sectional approach 

taken in the literature. As a result we have snapshots of how frequently and when individuals 

elect to use voice, but we know very little about how subordinate voice may (or may not) change 

over time (Bashshur & Oc, 2015; Morrison, 2011, 2014). Our understanding of voice is likely an 

oversimplification of a process that is (theoretically at least) much richer and dynamic than is 

currently understood. Take the all too familiar scenario of a powerholder who makes self-

favoring allocations (Kipnis, 1972; Maner & Mead, 2010). Imagine a subordinate who decides to 

speak up with the intention of restoring injustice. It quickly becomes clear that subsequent 

decisions to voice and how that voice is expressed are impacted by how the powerholder reacts 

over time. Without studying this process over repeated interactions, however, it becomes 

impossible to test this proposition and understand these effects.  
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In this paper we adopt a temporal perspective to examine what happens when subordinates 

decide to express justice-oriented voice in response to powerholders who are behaving in a self-

favoring manner. We initially draw on the VENPIL (voice, exit, neglect, punishment, 

improvement, loyalty) progressive model of voice (Bashshur & Oc, 2015) to build a foundation 

for how voice as a process may unfold over time. Specifically, we argue that powerholders’ 

responses to subordinates’ justice-oriented voice become inputs for subordinates' decisions of 

how and when they will subsequently voice. We then combine the VENPIL model with the 

existing research on voice in the justice literature (e.g., justice-oriented voice: Olson-Buchanan 

& Boswell, 2002, 2008; frustration effect: Folger, 1977; Folger, Rosenfield, Grove, & Cochran, 

1979; Harlos, 2001) and draw on theory related to helplessness (Ashforth, 1989; Seligman, 1975) 

to predict and explain changes in subordinates’ justice-oriented voice and their decisions to voice 

over time. Finally, we unpack these effects by positioning subordinates’ instrumental motives as 

a potential underlying mechanism explaining the relationship between powerholders’ 

responsiveness and subordinates’ decision to voice.  

Powerholders’ Allocations and Subordinates’ Justice-Oriented Voice  

 Resource allocations are often an ongoing process in organizations. When powerholders 

are self-favoring and outcomes are disparate in a group, research shows that the subordinates (or 

recipients of these outcomes) experience negative affective reactions (e.g., frustration, anger; e.g., 

Cropanzano, Paddock, Rupp, Bagger, & Baldwin, 2008; Weiss, Suckow, & Cropanzano, 1999). 

When subordinates are faced with such feelings they become motivated to restore justice. One 

way to do so is to engage in justice-oriented voice and communicate discontent with the treatment 

received (Olson-Buchanan & Boswell, 2002, 2008).  
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Justice-oriented voice emphasizes “achieving restitution for perceived mistreatment and/or 

restoring justice via seeking retribution for wrongdoing” (Klaas, Olson-Buchanan, & Ward, 2012, 

p. 327). The greater the perceived injustice, the greater people’s urge for justice-oriented voice 

(Bemmels & Foley, 1996) and the more likely behavioral voice responses become. For instance, 

existing research shows that individuals receiving unjust treatment tend to publicly protest against 

powerholders (Dube & Guimond, 1986; Olson & Hafer, 1994) or to use formal voice procedures 

(e.g., Olson-Buchanan & Boswell, 2002) in an effort to restore justice. 

As research from the broader justice literature (Folger 1977; Folger et al., 1979) and on 

voice (Bashshur & Oc, 2015) shows, what happens after subordinates voice depends on the 

reactions to their voice. When voice is expressed and ignored individuals become frustrated 

(Folger 1977; Folger et al., 1979), but when acknowledged and acted upon, expressed voice 

emboldens subordinates. In response to this reaction (or lack thereof), subordinates may choose 

to voice again, at different levels, leading powerholders to react again. As Bashshur and Oc 

(2015) in their progressive model of voice (VENPIL) suggest, how this dynamic process of voice 

plays out over time largely depends on how responsive powerholders are to voice.  

Subordinate voice and non-responsive powerholders. Part of the power of voice is that 

it allows subordinates to shape the decisions that affect them (Korsgaard & Roberson, 1995; 

Lind, Kanfer, & Early, 1990; Tyler, Rasinski, & Spodick, 1985). However, powerholders may 

not respond to voice in the way subordinates hope (Bashshur & Oc, 2015). Instead, powerholders 

may choose to ignore their subordinates’ voice (e.g., Folger et al., 1979; McClean, Burris, & 

Detert, 2013) and make decisions as they wish. If voice attempts are not heard or acknowledged 

by powerholders, subordinates will be unable to effect change and may obtain less restitution for 

perceived unjust treatment.  
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We know little about what happens when voice is ‘heard but not acted upon’ (Bashshur 

& Oc, 2015, p. 6), especially over repeated interactions. In one of the few studies to examine this 

process, Folger (1977) showed how the benefits of having the opportunity to voice (i.e., voice 

effect) can turn into a ‘frustration effect’ when that voice is repeatedly ignored. When 

inequitable allocations were made over multiple rounds, those individuals who were given voice 

during this process deemed decisions and procedures to be unfair – more unfair than those 

individuals who were given no voice at all (i.e., the frustration effect). Research on grievance 

filing demonstrates a similar effect. Harlos (2001) showed that subordinates’ justice-oriented 

voice, when ignored (the “deaf ear syndrome”, p. 325), resulted in greater feelings of injustice.  

 This begs the question of what happens next. What do these greater feelings of injustice 

mean for subordinates’ future voice attempts? Given that people who perceive injustice use 

voice, when voice is heard but ignored and perceptions of injustice go up, more voice should 

follow. But how long will subordinates engage in justice-oriented voice when faced with self-

favoring but non-responsive powerholders? The literature on helplessness (e.g., Ashforth, 1989; 

Seligman, 1975) points to the possibility that instead of an ever increasing level of voice (e.g., 

reacting even more negatively over time), repeated exposure to powerholders’ self-favoring 

allocations may lead subordinates to curb their justice-oriented voice once they see that their 

voice is futile.  

Work in this area has demonstrated that individuals’ initial reactions to undesired 

situations are to try to enact constructive change (e.g., engaging in voice behavior) (Tangirala & 

Ramanujam, 2008). However, after repeated iterations in which their reaction (e.g., voice) has no 

effect, their efforts decline and they begin to react less to negative outcomes (Garber & 

Seligman, 1980). In line with these arguments, we expect subordinates with self-favoring 
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powerholders to initially offer higher levels of justice-oriented voice (e.g., react more negatively) 

regarding the unfavorable outcomes they receive. However, over time as subordinates’ voice is 

repeatedly ignored – powerholders are non-responsive – we expect a point of helplessness to 

occur when subordinates realize that their voice is not impacting allocation decisions. At that 

point we expect that subordinates will curtail their voice efforts. This suggests that the slope of 

the level of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice over time for those with self-favoring, non-

responsive powerholders should be both positive and curvilinear. 

Hypothesis 1. When subordinates decide to voice and powerholders are self-favoring and 

non-responsive, the slope of the level of their justice-oriented voice over time will be a) 

positive and b) curvilinear.  

Subordinate voice and responsive powerholders. Of course, powerholders may (and 

sometimes do – Oc et al., 2015) hear subordinates’ voice and make less self-favoring allocations 

in response. When voice is acknowledged and change is enacted, subordinates report greater 

trust in the decision maker (Terwel, Harinck, Ellemers, & Daamen, 2010) and enhanced 

satisfaction with the fairness of outcomes and the procedures leading to those outcomes (Folger, 

1977). This positive effect for voice relates to the fact that; voice, when heard and acted upon, 

provides individuals with an opportunity to shape decisions that lead to outcomes that matter to 

them (Korsgaard & Roberson, 1995; Lind et al, 1990).  

When powerholders are responsive – when they change their allocation behavior as a 

function of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice – predicting subordinates’ voice over time 

becomes more complex. When subordinates voice and powerholders keep less of the common 

resource in a subsequent allocation event, subordinates should feel that their voice has influence. 

As a result, these subordinates should feel less need to express higher levels of justice-oriented 
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voice. However, powerholders have been shown re-adjust their allocations once they begin 

receiving positive feedback again. When subordinates express lower levels of justice-oriented 

voice (e.g., reacted less negatively), powerholders report feeling less guilt and seem to feel 

licensed to once again put their own interests first (Oc et al., 2015). In our case, if powerholders 

behave in a self-favoring fashion after receiving lower levels of subordinates’ justice-oriented 

voice, the level of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice should again increase. Thus, in 

comparison with our previous hypothesis (with non-responsive self-favoring powerholders in 

which subordinates’ justice-oriented voice increased over time until a point of helplessness), 

when self-favoring powerholders are responsive we predict subordinates’ voice will mirror 

powerholders’ allocation behaviors. Said another way, the level of subordinates’ justice-oriented 

voice will fluctuate around some average in tandem with (in fact, as a function of) powerholders’ 

allocation behaviors. 

Hypothesis 2. When subordinates decide to voice and powerholders are self-favoring but 

responsive, the slope of the level of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice over time will be 

a) non-significant and b) not curvilinear. 

The Effect of Powerholders’ Responsiveness on Subordinates’ Decision to Voice 

So far our hypotheses focus on how subordinates express their justice-oriented voice over 

time when faced with self-favoring powerholders who are either non-responsive to (Hypothesis 

1) or responsive to (Hypothesis 2) their voice. However, considering that justice-oriented voice 

is frequently conceptualized as a discretionary behavior (e.g., van Dyne & LePine, 1998), it is 

also possible for subordinates to decide not to voice at all. Theoretically, the VENPIL 

progressive model of voice (Bashshur & Oc, 2015) reflects this; it includes both what happens 

when subordinates’ justice-oriented voice is ignored or acknowledged as well as whether 
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subordinates’ will voice when they perceive (in)justice. It suggests that to better understand the 

effects of powerholders’ responsiveness on voice over time we need to explore not only how 

subordinates express their voice (e.g., the level), but also when subordinates decide to express 

their justice-oriented voice (as opposed to remaining silent). Thus, we next examine the effect of 

self-favoring powerholders’ responsiveness on when subordinates decide to express their justice-

oriented voice. We also begin unpacking these effects and investigate a potential underlying 

mechanism for this decision: instrumental motives.  

We expect a pattern of effects for the decision to voice that is consistent with our 

theorizing about how powerholders’ responsiveness (and lack thereof) impacts the level of 

subordinate voice. For allocations early in the exchange, we expect subordinates will be more 

likely to express their justice-oriented voice rather than remaining silent because they may 

perceive voice as a means to correct these allocations. However, subordinates’ subsequent 

decisions to exercise their justice-oriented voice will depend on how powerholders respond to 

their previous voice. Specifically, we anticipate subordinates faced with self-favoring but non-

responsive powerholders will initially choose to exercise their justice-oriented voice in an 

attempt to restore the perceived injustice. However, over time these subordinates will become 

increasingly likely to remain silent as they realize that their voice does not influence their 

powerholder’s allocations. In contrast, when self-favoring powerholders are responsive to 

subordinates’ justice-oriented voice, we anticipate subordinates will decide to continue to voice.  

Hypothesis 3. Whether or not subordinates express their justice-oriented voice over time 

will be affected by the responsiveness of self-favoring powerholders such that 

subordinates a) when faced with non-responsive powerholders will express justice-
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oriented voice less over time and b) when faced with responsive powerholders will 

express their justice-oriented voice and will continue to do so over time.  

The Role of Instrumental Motives  

To this point we have argued that self-favoring powerholders’ responses to voice impact 

how (Hypotheses 1 and 2) and if (Hypothesis 3) subordinates exercise their justice-oriented 

voice. In order to better understand how this process unfolds, we next examine a theoretically 

relevant underlying mechanism that may be driving this relationship: instrumental motives. To 

do so, we return once more to existing research on voice in the organizational justice literature 

(e.g., Korsgaard & Roberson, 1995; Lind et al., 1990).  

Instrumental motive arguments imply that the extent to which subordinates express 

justice-oriented voice over time is driven by their perceptions of the effectiveness of that voice. 

We argue that how powerholders respond to voice influences how effective subordinates believe 

their voice to be, which in turn impacts their subsequent voice. In effect, subordinates’ 

instrumental motives mediate the relationship between responsiveness and subsequent voice.  

Theoretically, existing research supports instrumental motives as a mediating mechanism. 

Subordinates express their voice more when powerholders are responsive, especially when they 

employ more change-oriented behaviors (e.g., consultation) or leadership styles (e.g., 

transformational leadership) (e.g., Detert & Burris, 2007; Tangirala & Ramanujam, 2012). For 

example, Barry and Shapiro (2000) demonstrated that decision makers’ sensitivity or concern for 

others positively relates to a grievant’s desire to voice. When a grievant feels that the decision-

maker is ready to listen to their problems, in effect that their voice may be more instrumental, they 

become more likely express voice. Consistent with these findings, we anticipate subordinates will 

continue exercising their justice-oriented voice when self-favoring powerholders are responsive 
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because powerholders’ responsiveness enhances subordinates’ instrumental motives, or as Barry 

and Shapiro (2000) put it, their “hope for potential instrumentality” (p. 112). In contrast, we 

expect subordinates faced with self-favoring, but non-responsive powerholders to stop expressing 

their justice-oriented voice over time because they will perceive their voice as having no impact 

on powerholders' allocation decisions.  

Hypothesis 4. The relationship between powerholders' responsiveness (non-responsive 

vs. responsive) and subordinates’ decision to voice will be mediated by subordinates’ 

instrumental motives. 

Overview of Studies 

 In this paper, we explore how powerholder responsiveness (non-responsive versus 

responsive) impacts subordinates’ voice over time. In Study 1, we explore how self-favoring 

powerholders’ responsiveness influences how the level of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice 

plays out over time (Hypotheses 1 and 2). In Study 2, we replicate the results for our first two 

hypotheses and extend our examination to study the impact of responsiveness on subordinates’ 

decisions to actually express their justice-oriented voice to powerholders or remain silent 

(Hypothesis 3). Finally, we test subordinates’ instrumental motives as a potential underlying 

mechanism explaining the relationship between powerholders’ responsiveness and subordinates’ 

decisions to express justice-oriented voice (Hypothesis 4).  

 We incorporated a multi-party, multi-round dictator game (Kahneman, Knetsch, & 

Thaler, 1986) to test these ideas. Thanks to the multi-round nature of the paradigm, we were able 

to study the trends of how and when subordinates express their justice-oriented voice (e.g., 

Andrade & Ariely, 2009; Oc et al., 2015). Finally, this paradigm helped us to manipulate 

powerholders’ allocation decisions in real time and test the precise, causal effect of our 
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independent variable (i.e., responsiveness of self-favoring powerholders) on subordinates’ 

justice-oriented voice. 

Study 1 

Sample 

Three hundred and twelve undergraduate students in an introductory organizational 

behavior course at a major university in Singapore participated in this study (44.30% female, 

Mage = 21.41 years, SD = 1.79). Participants either had full-time work experience or were 

currently working part-time in a variety of industries and occupations at the time of their 

participation (41.3% service industry; 9.5% government; 11.3% financial industry; 15.4% non-

governmental organizations or voluntary work; 14.7% education; 7.2% other). Average tenure in 

their most recent position or current position was 11.64 months (SD = 10.17).  

Experimental Setting and Procedure 

 Upon their arrival, participants were guided to semi-enclosed cubicles in front of a 

computer with a set of instructions. As English is the primary language in Singapore, all 

instructions and measures were in English. In line with previous research (e.g., De Cremer & van 

Dijk, 2005; Oc et al., 2015; van Dijk & De Cremer, 2006), participants were told that they would 

be assigned to either a ‘powerholder’ (dictator) or a ‘subordinate’ (recipient) role. The 

instructions were read aloud and the experimenter made sure that the participants understood the 

dynamics of the game. Consistent with the dictator game paradigm, participants were told that 

the powerholders would take as much of the resource as they desired and that the remaining 

resources were to be equally divided among the subordinates.  

Participants were told that they were randomly assigned to a group of four consisting of 

one powerholder and three subordinates and that each group would be given 100 experimental 
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points (i.e., resources) at the beginning of each of the eight rounds of the game. While 

participants were also told that they were randomly assigned to a role (i.e., subordinate or 

powerholder) in their group, in fact, all participants were assigned to the role of subordinate and 

a computer program simulated powerholders’ behavior (to be described below). Participants 

were not told how many rounds the game would continue for, merely that they were to play until 

they were told the game was over. In line with the dynamics of the dictator game paradigm, the 

(simulated) powerholder had full control over the resources and, based on an algorithm, allocated 

a proportion of the resources to themselves and the remainder to the subordinates (to be divided 

amongst the three subordinates equally). The identities of all participants were anonymous, and 

subordinates had to accept whatever amount of resources they were allocated by powerholders.  

For the first round the powerholder simply made an allocation (depending on the 

experimental condition to be described shortly). For this round and all subsequent rounds, 

subordinates, after seeing the amount of resources kept by the powerholder and the amount 

allocated to them, voiced their justice perceptions to powerholders (subordinates were told that 

their voiced perceptions were being made visible to the powerholder). In addition, at each round 

following the powerholders’ allocation decisions, participants performed a set of math 

calculations (e.g., 31+25 =?) as a distractor while the (simulated) powerholder was making the 

next round’s allocations. Participants were assured that their performance on these problems 

would not have an impact on the total amount of resources allocated by powerholders. At the end 

of eight rounds, the total points subordinates received from their powerholder were calculated 

and recorded.  

Participants received course credit for participating in this study and could earn up to an 

additional 10 SGD. Participants were told that their payout at the end of the game would depend 
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on how many points the powerholder allocated to them. The more points allocated to them, the 

greater their payout. However, since we were artificially manipulating powerholders' allocations, 

all participants were paid the full amount (10 SGD) after being debriefed. At the end of the 

experiment we checked participants’ understanding of the dictator game paradigm with two 

questions (e.g., “would your earnings increase or decrease if the powerholder kept more?”) and 

probed them for suspicion that the powerholder was in fact not real. A total of fourteen 

participants either failed to correctly reply to these two comprehension questions or reported 

suspicion that the powerholders’ allocation decisions were fake. We excluded these participants 

(4% of the sample) from the analyses. 

Conditions 

This study consisted of four conditions; two self-favoring powerholder (responsive and 

non-responsive) conditions and two equal powerholder conditions (responsive and non-

responsive). In the self-favoring, non-responsive powerholder condition, powerholders took 60 

points out of 100 at every round and did not make any changes in their allocation decisions over 

the course of the game. In the self-favoring, responsive powerholder condition, powerholders 

took on average 60 points out of 100 in the first round, but the amount varied (ranging from 55 

to 65 points) in each of the following rounds depending on the level of subordinates’ justice-

oriented voice (i.e., voiced justice perceptions) in the previous round. Our rationale for having 

self-favoring powerholders keep on average 60 points per round (and assigning 13.3 points to 

each subordinate) over the course of the game was twofold. First, the ratio of 60 to 13.3 points 

reflects the decision-making of individualists in social dilemma tasks (van Lange, Otten, De 

Bruin, & Joireman, 1997). Second, as shown by Oc and colleagues (2015) in a similar setting, 

self-favoring powerholders who received positive feedback from simulated subordinates, 
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regardless of their allocations, took on average 58.89 points (53.50 points in Study 1 and 64.28 

points in Study 2). While we were most interested in the effects of self-favoring powerholders on 

subordinate voice, to be able to show a main effect for self-favoring allocation behavior we also 

included the two equal powerholder conditions. In these conditions powerholders allocated the 

resources in an equal manner (were less self-favoring) and were either non-responsive (they 

repeatedly took 25 points out of 100 at each round regardless of the level of subordinate voice in 

the prior round) or responsive to the level of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice (they took on 

average 25 points out of 100 in the first round, and subsequently took an amount that varied in 

response to the level of subordinate voice (within the range of 20 and 30 points) at each 

subsequent round.  

Measures and Operationalization 

 Subordinates’ justice-oriented voice. The vast majority of experimental studies in the 

justice literature operationalize voice as the opportunity to voice one’s opinions about the 

procedures, treatment or outcomes received by subordinates. This approach emphasizes the 

opportunity to voice over the nature (or content) of that voice (Bashshur & Oc, 2015). In 

contrast, voice in other literatures (e.g., proactive work behavior) is frequently measured using 

items that describe the nature of voice (e.g., Liang, Farh, & Farh, 2012; Maynes & Podsakoff, 

2014; Van Dyne & LePine, 1998), but not whether the opportunity to voice was there or not. For 

example, items used include “This employee regularly proposes ideas for new or more effective 

work methods” (Maynes & Podsakoff, 2014). In order to test our ideas around both how and 

when subordinates voice in response to self-favoring powerholders we used a combination of 

both approaches.  
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 Specifically, we operationalized subordinates’ justice-oriented voice as communicated 

justice perceptions. We included items that reflected the extent to which subordinates perceived 

powerholders' allocation decisions to be unjust and then we (ostensibly) communicated those 

perceptions to the powerholders (consistent with previous research on voice; e.g., process 

control, Folger, 1977; upward feedback, Oc et al., 2015). To do so we used three items adapted 

from Choi’s (2008) social entity justice perceptions scale. After the powerholders’ allocations at 

each round, participants responded using a 5-point scale (1: strongly disagree, 5: strongly agree; 

e.g., “At this round, our powerholder was a fair person”) (α = .97 at the first round, α = .99 at the 

last round). We then told the participants that the powerholders would see their ratings.  

Modeling (simulated) powerholders’ allocation behaviors. We modeled the different 

powerholder allocation behaviors by programming computer-generated powerholders to behave 

in certain ways at each round depending on the condition of the study. Non-responsive 

powerholders’ allocation decisions were a constant regardless of the level of subordinates’ voice. 

At each of the eight rounds, self-favoring, non-responsive powerholders took 60 points out of 

100, while equal, non-responsive powerholders took 25 points out of 100. In the two responsive 

(self-favoring or equal) powerholder conditions, in line with the previous research on 

powerholders’ allocation behaviors (Oc et al., 2015) and behavioral self-regulation (Zhong, Ku, 

Lount, & Murnighan, 2010), we modeled the allocation behavior of responsive powerholders as 

a function of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice. Our simulated responsive powerholders were 

programmed to change their allocations according to subordinates' justice-oriented voice: when 

the level of subordinates’ voice was higher (lower) than it was in the previous round (t-1) 

(compared to the current round, t), powerholders made less (more) self-favoring allocation 

decisions by keeping less (more) of the common resource.  
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Results  

Manipulation Checks 

To determine whether our manipulation of powerholders’ allocation behaviors (self-

favoring versus equal) was successful, at the end of the study we asked participants to respond to 

the four items of Colquitt’s (2001) distributive justice perceptions measure (α = .93). However, 

for this manipulation check measure participants were told that their ratings would not be shown 

to powerholders. We also reverse-coded the scale so that higher ratings indicate greater 

perceived injustice. A two-tailed t-test affirmed that subordinates reported greater injustice when 

powerholders made self-favoring allocations than when they made equal allocation decisions 

(Mself-favoring = 4.19, SDself-favoring = .95 vs. Mequal = 3.06, SDequal = 1.07, t(296) = 9.68, p = .00).  

We also assessed whether our manipulation of powerholders’ responsiveness to 

subordinates’ justice-oriented voice (responsive versus non-responsive) was successful. At the 

end of the study we asked participants to report the extent to which they believed they had 

influence over what happened in their group using Spreitzer’s (1995) three-item impact scale (α 

= .88). Participants responded along a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (to a very small extent) to 5 

(to a very great extent) (e.g., “We had significant influence over what happened in our group”). 

Higher scores indicated greater impact. A two-tailed t-test confirmed that subordinates in the 

responsive powerholder conditions felt they had more influence than did subordinates in the non-

responsive powerholder conditions (Mresponsive = 2.38, SDresponsive = 1.18 vs. Mnon-responsive = 2.09, 

SDnon-responsive = 1.19), t(296) = 2.06, p = .04.  

Hypothesis Tests 

The data from Study 1 include multiple, non-independent observations (justice-oriented 

voice) nested within individuals (subordinates), thus we employed a random effects panel data 
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approach. This allowed us to control for non-independence among the observations and use all 

our data points to examine trends over time (e.g., Liang et al., 2012; Oc et al., 2015). We 

employed a maximum-likelihood algorithm to predict parameter estimates with robust standard 

errors. Finally, for the panel data regressions we controlled for the number of correct math 

calculations performed by subordinates in order to account for any possible effects of perceived 

performance on our dependent variable.  

Although not part of our formal hypotheses, we wanted to confirm that, on average, 

subordinates expressed greater levels of justice-oriented voice to self-favoring powerholders than 

equal powerholders. The panel data regression including a dummy variable for powerholders’ 

allocation behaviors (equal = 0, self-favoring = 1) indicated a significant and positive coefficient 

(β = .81, p = .00). The level of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice was higher when power-

holders allocated resources in a self-favoring manner (Mself-favoring = 4.42, SDself-favoring = .83) than 

when powerholders allocated resources in an equal manner (Mequal = 1.82, SDequal = 1.03).  

Recall that Hypothesis 1 predicted that the slope of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice 

would a) be significant and positive and b) curvilinear when powerholders made repeated self-

favoring allocations and were non-responsive to voice. Indeed, subordinates’ justice-oriented 

voice exhibited a significant and positive trend when powerholders were non-responsive (β = 

.10, p = .00). To test our prediction of curvilinearity we further examined the results of a 

quadratic panel data regression with time as the independent variable. A significant negative 

coefficient for the quadratic term is sufficient to assert that a curvilinear shape exists in 

subordinates’ justice-oriented voice (Haans, Pieters, & He, 2015). The coefficient of the 

quadratic term for time (i.e., period) in our data was significant and negative (β = -.48, p = .00, 
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see Table 1 and Figure 1) when self-favoring powerholders were non-responsive. This suggests 

that the level of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice initially increases and then flattens out.  

------------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 1 and Figure 1 about here 

------------------------------------------- 

 To test Hypothesis 2, that the slope of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice is insignificant 

and does not exhibit a curvilinear shape over time when powerholders are responsive, we 

examined both the slope and the shape of the slope of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice over 

time. When powerholders were self-favoring, but changed their allocations in a responsive 

manner, neither the slope of subordinates’ voice (β = -.01, p = .78) nor the quadratic term (β = 

.00, p = .99) were significant. This suggests that the responsiveness of self-favoring power-

holders may mitigate any increase in the level of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice over time. 

Study 2 

 In Study 1, we provide initial evidence for how subordinates express their justice-

oriented voice over time when self-favoring powerholders are non-responsive (Hypothesis 1) as 

opposed to responsive to subordinate voice (Hypothesis 2). In Study 2, we replicate this effect 

and also assess whether powerholder responsiveness impacts subordinates' expressions of 

justice-oriented voice over time (Hypothesis 3). Finally, we examine subordinates’ instrumental 

motives as a mediating mechanism of this relationship (Hypothesis 4).  

Sample 

 Eighty-six business graduate students of a major university in Italy (62.79% female, Mage 

= 21.76 years, SD = .93) participated in this study as part of a class exercise and received course 

credit for their participation. Participants had prior work experience, having held an average of 
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1.70 full-time (SD = 1.23) and 2.22 part-time jobs (SD = 1.52) with a variety of job titles (e.g., 

sales assistant, junior consultant) and in various industries (e.g., finance, hospitality). 

Experimental Setting and Procedure 

 The experimental setting and procedure of Study 2 was similar to Study 1. As English 

was the language of instruction, Study 2 was also conducted in English. As in Study 1, 

participants were told that they would be randomly assigned to a group of four (1 powerholder 

and 3 subordinates) and randomly given the role of a powerholder or a subordinate. However, all 

participants were again assigned the role of a subordinate and a computer program simulated 

powerholders’ allocation decisions. Both to align our study with previous conceptualizations of 

justice-oriented voice in which people elect to voice or remain silent (e.g., Olson-Buchanan & 

Boswell, 2002) and in order to explore instrumental motives as a potential mediator, the 

procedure from Study 1 was modified in Study 2 to also give subordinates the opportunity to 

decide whether or not to express their justice-oriented voice to powerholders.  

In Study 2 we were unable to pay participants based on performance, and thus we could 

not manipulate powerholders' allocations in terms of experimental points that were worth actual 

money as we had in Study 1. Instead, in Study 2 the simulated powerholder decided how to 

allocate work to subordinates. Specifically, they allocated math problems (e.g., 17 - 5 + 13). 

Participants were told that groups would receive 54 math problems to be solved at each round.  

Within each group at each round, powerholders (ostensibly) decided the number of math 

problems they would solve themselves and then allocated the remaining math problems equally 

across their subordinates. The fewer problems powerholders assigned to themselves, the more 

subordinates needed to solve; being assigned a greater number of math problems meant 

subordinates were expected to complete more work. Subordinates, after seeing their 
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powerholder’s allocation decision in a round, performed their share of math problems and were 

told that the total number of problems solved correctly by the group as a whole was being 

communicated to the powerholder. While waiting for this communication, subordinates indicated 

their instrumental motives for voice, and how justly they perceived their powerholder’s 

allocation decision to be for that round. After completing their ratings, they were told that they 

could either allow their ratings to be seen by the powerholder (voice their perception) or that they 

could hide it from the powerholder (remain silent) before they proceeding to the next round. At 

the end of the experiment after all rounds were completed we debriefed the participants and 

probed for suspicion. Six participants (7%) reported that they believed that the powerholders’ 

allocation decisions were fake and were subsequently excluded from the analyses.  

Conditions 

 Study 2 focused on only non-responsive or responsive powerholders who were self-

favoring. In the non-responsive condition, all powerholders consistently assigned six math 

problems to themselves (out of 54 problems) and 16 to each of the three subordinates in the 

group. Our rationale for choosing this pattern of allocation was twofold. First, we wanted our 

participants to be have sufficient time to solve these problems within the 90 seconds they were 

given in each round. A pretest in a different sample demonstrated that most people could solve 

18 questions in the allotted time. Second, we wanted the powerholders to allocate using a ratio 

that was similar to that in Study 1. In the responsive condition, powerholders assigned six math 

problems to themselves (out of 54 problems) and 16 to each of the subordinates in the first 

round, but the amount they assigned to themselves in subsequent rounds varied (range of 0 - 12 

problems) when subordinates voiced. If a subordinate voiced (i.e., shared their justice 

perceptions from the prior round), powerholders assigned themselves a number of problems 
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based on that rating (e.g., higher injustice reported meant the powerholder gave him or herself 

more problems). In contrast, if a subordinate decided to not voice, powerholders automatically 

assigned three problems to themselves and 17 problems to each of the subordinates. If 

subordinates did not voice in the subsequent rounds, the powerholder became even more self-

favoring in those rounds (to the maximum self-favoring behavior of assigning no problems to 

themselves).   

Measures and Operationalization 

 Subordinates’ justice-oriented voice. As in Study 1, we operationalized subordinates’ 

justice-oriented voice as social entity justice perceptions (on a 5-point scale) (Choi, 2008). We 

again reversed the scale so that higher ratings indicate greater injustice perceived by subordinates 

(α = .80 at the first round and α = .93 at the last round). 

 Subordinates’ decision to engage in justice-oriented voice. In line with previous 

conceptualizations of justice-oriented voice (e.g., Olson-Buchanan & Boswell, 2002) 

subordinates were asked to select one of the two possible options: (0) No, I do not want my 

powerholder to see my ratings [injustice perceptions] in this round, or (1) Yes, I want my 

powerholder to see my ratings [injustice perceptions] in this round.  

Modeling the simulated self-favoring powerholders’ allocation behaviors. 

Powerholders’ allocation decisions at each round were computationally simulated in the same 

way as in Study 1.  

Instrumental motives to voice. To assess instrumental motives for voice we used three 

items adapted from an existing measure of instrumental motives for voicing (Barry & Shapiro, 

2000). Participants responded along a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 

(strongly agree) (e.g., “communicating my fairness perceptions with my supervisor will 
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influence his/her allocation decision in the next round”, α = .81 at the first round and α = .97 at 

the last round). 

Results 

Manipulation check 

 To determine the effectiveness of our manipulation of self-favoring powerholders’ 

responsiveness (non-responsive vs. responsive), at the end of the study we again used three items 

of Spreitzer’s (1995) impact measure. A two-tailed t-test confirmed that subordinates in the 

responsive powerholder condition felt that they had more impact on powerholders’ allocation 

decisions than those subordinates in the non-responsive powerholder condition (Mresponsive = 1.92, 

SDresponsive = .88 vs. Mnon-responsive = 1.41, SDnon-responsive = .77), t(78) = 2.71, p = .01. 

Hypothesis Tests 

Recall that Hypothesis 1 predicted that the slope of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice 

would be positive and curvilinear when self-favoring powerholders were non-responsive. Indeed, 

subordinates’ justice-oriented voice exhibited a significant and positive trend when powerholders 

were non-responsive (β = .21, p = .00). We also again examined the results of a quadratic panel 

data regression with time as the independent variable to test for curvilinearity. The coefficient of 

the quadratic term for period is significant and negative (β = -.51, p = .00, see Table 1) when 

powerholders were non-responsive. Replicating our findings for Hypothesis 1 in Study 1, 

subordinates’ justice-oriented voice increased but was also curvilinear over time when 

powerholders were non-responsive. We also replicated our results for Hypothesis 2. When self-

favoring powerholders changed their allocations in a responsive manner neither the slope of 

subordinates’ voice (β = .06, p = .29) nor the quadratic term (β = .19, p = .44, please see Table 1) 

were significant.   
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Hypothesis 3 examined the effect of powerholders’ responsiveness on subordinates’ 

decision to express their justice-oriented voice to powerholders over time. More specifically, we 

expected subordinates to express their justice-oriented voice less over time when powerholders 

were non-responsive. In contrast, we anticipated subordinates to continue expressing their 

justice-oriented voice when self-favoring powerholders were responsive and adjusted their 

allocation decisions following subordinates’ voice. Considering our dependent variable is a 

binary response variable (i.e., the decision on whether to voice or not) we conducted a random 

effects logit panel data regression with time as the independent variable to estimate the trends of 

subordinates’ decisions to voice their injustice perceptions over the course of the game (using the 

“xtlogit” function in Stata 13). The coefficient for time (i.e., period) was significant and negative 

for subordinates in the non-responsive powerholder condition (β = -.18, p = .03), indicating that 

subordinates decided to stop engaging in justice-oriented voice over time when powerholders 

were non-responsive. In contrast, the coefficient for time was non-significant for subordinates in 

the responsive powerholder condition (β = -.07, p = .33) indicating that when powerholders were 

self-favoring but responsive, subordinates continued to express voice.  

 Hypothesis 4 predicted that subordinates’ instrumental motives would mediate the 

relationship between powerholders' responsiveness and subordinates’ decision to voice. 

Following the procedure described by Krull and MacKinnon (2001) and Preacher, Zyphur, and 

Zhang (2010), we performed a mediational analysis with a multi-level logit model appropriate to 

our panel data (using the “gsem” builder in Stata 13) and included a random intercept in each 

equation at the subordinate level. In this model, subordinates’ decisions to voice were the binary 

dependent variable; subordinates’ instrumental motives was the mediator; and powerholders’ 

responsiveness was the independent variable (a dummy variable representing the two conditions; 
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0: responsive powerholders, 1: non-responsive powerholders). Random-intercepts were 

estimated for powerholders' responsiveness and subordinates’ instrumental motives. The 

estimate of the indirect effect of powerholders' non-responsiveness was -.20 with a standard error 

of .10 and a 95% confidence interval of -.0044 to -.4003, providing evidence for a significant 

mediation effect. In addition, the direct effect of powerholders' responsiveness was insignificant 

(p = .14, see Figure 2), indicating that subordinates’ instrumental motives fully mediated the 

relationship between powerholders' responsiveness and subordinates’ decisions to voice.  

------------------------------------------- 

Insert Figure 2 about here 

------------------------------------------- 

General Discussion 

Voice has an impact on organizations and organizational life at all levels (Bashshur & 

Oc, 2015). Given its importance, it is not surprising that a significant amount of research in the 

organizational behavior literature seeks to answer when and how individuals will express voice 

(e.g., Klaas et al., 2012; Morrison, 2011). Although researchers have identified a number of 

individual factors that predict voice, as well as some of the boundary conditions on those 

relationships, our understanding has been restricted by an over-reliance on cross-sectional 

approaches in the literature. This has limited our ability to account for the temporal aspect of 

voice and prevented us from investigating voice as an ongoing interpersonal process.  

In an effort to address this, we studied voice as part of a dynamic process in two studies 

conducted in different countries (Singapore and Italy) and played for different outcomes (money 

versus work). Consistent with existing research on the frustration effect (e.g., Folger, 1977; 

Folger et al., 1979; Olson-Buchanan & Boswell, 2002, 2008) and helplessness (Ashforth, 1989; 

Seligman, 1975), we studied subordinates’ voice as a behavioral response to an undesirable 
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situation. The results for Hypotheses 1 and 2 are stable across both studies. When powerholders’ 

allocation decisions are self-favoring and subordinates’ voice is heard but ignored over time (i.e., 

powerholders are non-responsive) subordinates’ justice-oriented voice follows a pattern similar 

to that described in the research on the frustration effect or helplessness (Hypothesis 1). When 

faced with an imbalance in allocations, the level of subordinates’ justice-oriented voice increases 

over time, but it does so only up to a point. After repeated voice attempts the level of 

subordinates’ voice levels off despite the continued self-favoring allocations by the powerholder. 

In fact, our results suggest that it does not, in fact, take very long (many rounds) for subordinates' 

voice to level off. 

Subordinates’ reactions to responsive powerholders are quite different (Hypothesis 2). 

When powerholders made changes in their allocations in response to subordinates’ voice the 

slope of the level of subordinates’ voice was non-significant and did not show a curvilinear 

shape. This suggests that subordinates adjusted their voice as a function of powerholders’ round-

by-round allocations and expressed a level of voice around an average value. When self-favoring 

powerholders were responsive, subordinates reacted in a way less consistent with a frustration or 

helplessness pattern, even when powerholders allocated resources in a self-favoring way.   

As demonstrated in Study 2, whether subordinates choose to express their justice-oriented 

voice or remain silent is similarly shaped by their powerholder’s (lack of) responsiveness 

(Hypothesis 3). When faced with non-responsive powerholders, subordinates stopped offering 

voice over time. In contrast, when faced with responsive powerholders, subordinates continued 

expressing their justice-oriented voice for significantly longer. This finding is consistent with the 

arguments of the helplessness literature (Ashforth, 1989; Seligman, 1975), when people deem 
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their efforts as having no effect they feel helpless and stop trying. Thus, subordinates fall silent 

once they see their voice is futile. 

Finally, our results provide evidence for a mechanism by which self-favoring 

powerholders' responsiveness impacts subordinate voice. Subordinates’ instrumental motives 

mediate the effect of self-favoring powerholders' responsiveness on whether subordinates 

express their justice-oriented voice or remain silent. When powerholders are non-responsive, 

subordinates report lower levels of instrumental motives, and are more likely to choose to remain 

silent than they are when they have responsive powerholders. These results are consistent with 

the predictions of existing empirical work in voice research. Tangirala & Ramanujam (2008) 

showed that individuals with lower job autonomy are more likely to engage in constructive work 

behavior (e.g., expressing their voice) in an attempt to gain control over their work. They 

suggested (but did not test) that those same individuals may stop exercising their voice over time 

if they see that their voice is not instrumental (i.e., subordinates feel helpless). Our results across 

two studies show that this prediction is likely to be correct. 

Theoretical Contributions 

The theoretical implications of our results are especially relevant to the broader literature 

of organizational justice. The vast majority of this literature conceptualizes voice as an 

opportunity given by authorities to express one’s views or feelings during the procedures (e.g., 

Folger, 1977) and studies the impact of this opportunity on employees and especially on their 

justice perceptions (Bashshur & Oc, 2015). However, when voice is conceptualized only as an 

opportunity given by others it is difficult to answer the questions of when and how individuals 

express their voice (questions of considerable interest to the broader voice literature). This is 

because information about the voice process is incomplete; (at least) two important features of 
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voice are ignored: 1) the decision to voice and 2) the content of the voice when expressed 

(Bashshur & Oc, 2015). By expressly treating voice as a behavior (both in Study 1 and 2) and 

discretionary (in Study 2) as we have done here, our understanding of voice is more complete. 

 Second, our results extend the seminal work of Folger and colleagues (1979) on the 

frustration effect and the importance of hearing and acknowledging voice when outcomes are 

unfavorable. While we found a significant pattern of voice similar to what the frustration effect 

would predict, by examining this effect over multiple iterations we were also able to examine 

whether this effect persisted over time or died out. Our results show that when powerholders 

were self-favoring and non-responsive over multiple rounds subordinates’ justice-oriented voice 

initially increased, but over time as their voice had no effect, the level of their voice flattened and 

subordinates gave up. There was no such effect when powerholders made self-favoring 

allocations but were responsive; subordinates expressed their voice around an average value in 

tandem with powerholders' allocations and continued expressing their voice over time. To our 

knowledge, these results augment only a handful of voice-related studies that speak to 

individuals’ voice responses in undesirable situations (e.g., Harlos, 2001; Olson-Buchanan & 

Boswell, 2002). 

Finally, our work draws on the VENPIL progressive model of voice (Bashshur & Oc, 

2015) to test and extend a theoretical model of how and when subordinates express their justice-

oriented voice over time when faced with self-favoring powerholders. In general, we suggest that 

subordinates express their justice-oriented voice as a response to and with the aim to improve the 

self-favoring allocation decisions made by powerholders rather than simply voicing in attempt to 

get ever increasing amounts of a common resource for themselves. A post-hoc analysis using a 

logit panel data regression with injustice perceptions as the independent variable and 
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subordinates’ decisions to voice as the dependent variable confirms this. The coefficient for 

subordinates’ injustice perceptions was significant and positive (β = .40, p = .01), suggesting that 

subordinates did indeed become more likely to express their justice-oriented voice with 

increasing levels of perceived injustice. We also theoretically extended the model by examining 

subordinates’ instrumental motives as a mediating mechanism to explain why subordinates 

decide to express their voice. Our results suggest that subordinates offer their justice-oriented 

voice less over time due to their belief that their voice is less instrumental when self-favoring 

powerholders are non-responsive.  

Practical Implications 

A significant amount of research demonstrates that power can increase individuals’ self-

interested tendencies (e.g., Kipnis, 1972; Piff et al., 2010) and lead powerholders to pursue their 

self-interest at the expense of others (e.g., DeCelles et al., 2012; Rus, van Knippenberg, & 

Wisse, 2010). If organizations are concerned about these effects -- which they should be given 

their negative impact on important organizational outcomes (e.g., decreased profitability, Tosi, 

Katz, & Gomez-Mejia, 1997; increased turnover, Pfeffer & Langton, 1993) -- creating systems 

that encourage subordinates to express their justice-oriented voice is important. Practically 

speaking, organizations might create or increase the number of formal voice mechanisms (e.g., 

suggestion systems, grievance or appeal procedures) given that subordinates are likely to use 

formal voice mechanisms when they report negative attitudes towards their powerholders (e.g., 

Gordon & Bowlby, 1989). Of course, as our findings show powerholders’ responses to this voice 

can be expected to shape subsequent voice. It is important that powerholders respond 

appropriately. 
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 One way to cultivate an appreciation of voice among powerholders may be to emphasize 

the effect they themselves have on the voice they will receive and how this might have an impact 

further downstream. For instance, Hunton, Price and Hall (1996) examined the impact of post-

decisional voice in a union-like experimental setting on performance for individuals whose pre-

decisional voice (suggestions) has been considered. Individuals, following rejection of their 

initial voice (they were told they had been outvoted on an issue), produced 41% less output than 

the majority in the absence of post decisional voice. This finding suggests that subordinates’ 

voice, when heard but not acted upon, can have an additional negative impact on subordinates’ 

actual performance. Indeed, a post hoc panel data regression of the effect of whether 

subordinates expressed their voice (1: to express voice, 0: to remain silent) on their objective 

performance (i.e., total number of correctly solved questions/total number of assigned questions) 

in our Study 2 revealed a significant and negative coefficient (β = -.12, p = .01), but only when 

subordinates had non-responsive powerholders. In contrast, when powerholders were responsive 

to subordinates' voice, whether or not subordinates expressed their voice, did not have such 

negative impact on their objective performance (β = .05, p = .37). So when powerholders were 

non-responsive and subordinates decided to stop voicing they also stopped performing as well. 

This again highlights the importance of powerholders' responsiveness to subordinates’ voice.  

A second potential solution to help ensure that powerholders respond to voice 

appropriately is the involvement of neutral third parties (e.g., facilitators, ombudsperson) to 

handle the process of voice, and if necessary, any disputes between subordinates and 

powerholders in organizational settings (Harlos, 2001). This might help negate a powerholder’s 

tendency to turn a deaf ear to subordinate voice (Eaton & Keefe, 1999; Harlos, 2001).  
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Strengths, Limitations, and Future Directions 

In this paper we focused on the largely overlooked temporal dimension and reciprocal 

nature of voice. Specifically, we studied voice as a dynamic process that powerholders and 

subordinates co-create. To do so we made specific choices about three design aspects: (1) our 

experimental paradigm, (2) our operationalization of voice, and (3) our focus on the reciprocal 

context created by powerholders and subordinates. Each of these aspects can be seen as both a 

strength and a limitation of the paper. 

First, our experimental paradigm allowed us to decouple the interdependencies inherent 

in the voice process and show how subordinates expressed their voice over time when faced with 

self-favoring powerholders. In addition, the control offered by this design helped us to account 

for the effects of unmeasured variables as well as to test the causal effects (rather than 

correlational relationships) of allocation behavior on subordinates’ instrumental motives and 

voice. However, this paradigm also limited the number of variables we could measure or 

manipulate. We selected those factors that made the most sense given our theoretical foundation 

and methodological constraints. In larger, organizational contexts there are certainly many more 

variables that may have an impact on how and when subordinates express their voice. For 

example some emerging literature focuses on the self-protective implicit assumptions 

subordinates develop regarding the risks associated with speaking up (e.g., negative career 

consequences, Burris, 2012; Detert & Edmondson, 2011). Presumably, some of these should also 

shape subordinates' instrumental motives, something the current experimental framework 

allowed us to show are an important mechanism in the voice process. The current study provides 

a foundation for studying this and other variables impact on subordinates' voice or powerholder’s 

allocation behaviors.  
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Second, we operationalized voice as a combination of an opportunity and a behavior, 

consistent with voice research in the organizational justice literature. Specifically, participants in 

Study 1 expressed their voice in response to an opportunity automatically given to them in every 

round. However, given that voice is frequently operationalized as a discretionary behavior (e.g., 

Van Dyne & LePine, 1998), participants in Study 2 were given the option to express their voice 

or not in each round. This change in our experimental design allowed us to examine what 

happens when silence is an option for individuals. However, subordinate voice is also unlikely to 

be a function only of an individual’s perceptions and choices. Subordinates can engage with their 

peers in response to unjust treatment received from powerholders. For instance, research on 

workplace climates makes it clear that group level perceptions of treatment impact the type and 

level of voice individuals are willing to express (e.g., Morrison, 2014). The challenging voice of 

one subordinate may significantly influence how other subordinates in the same group react to 

powerholders’ allocation decisions (Weber & Murnighan, 2008), as subordinates try to make 

sense of their situation (Weick, 1995). Similarly, existing research on silence suggests that, like 

voice, silence can trend and spiral over time (Bowen & Blackmon, 2003). Hence, we anticipate 

that exposing subordinates to the reactions of others may very well affect the level of their 

justice-oriented voice if they decide to voice. Our operationalization of voice provides a way to 

test such possibilities.  

Third, we treat voice as an interpersonal process. Based on the existing research on voice 

(e.g., Korsgaard & Roberson, 1995; Lind et al., 1990), we investigated the mediating mechanism 

of subordinates’ (intra-individual) instrumental motives. However, individual-level variables 

may also affect these motives. For example, several personality traits related to self- or other-

related fairness such as equity orientation (Murphy, Ackermann, & Handgraaf, 2011; Van Lange 
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et al., 1997) or justice sensitivity (Schmitt, Gollwitzer, Maes, & Arbach, 2005) may play a role in 

individuals’ voice behaviors. Given the paradigm used in this paper, it seems more likely that 

subordinates of self-favoring powerholders will be more likely to express their justice-oriented 

voice to the extent the subordinate is more sensitive to injustice. Further, future research might 

also consider individual differences that are not fairness-specific. For instance, cross-cultural 

differences such as power distance (Brockner et al., 2001; Daniels & Greguras, 2014; Paddock et 

al., 2015) impact voice aspects including expectations for voice. Potentially individuals who 

expect less voice are also likely to voice less, something that should be especially pronounced 

when they have a self-favoring powerholder. Within the interpersonal process we describe in this 

paper similar alternative mechanisms can be explored. 

All in all, the studies in this paper represent one of the first attempts to model voice over 

time and test theoretically supported, causal mechanisms for voice. Both studies highlight the 

fact that voice is largely interpersonal and does not occur in a vacuum; it is an unfolding, 

complex process. As we continue to explore voice over time unexpected trends and boundary 

conditions are likely to continue to emerge. This should lead to more insights and a more 

complete understanding of the impact and antecedents of voice, an important communication 

mechanism in organizational contexts.  
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Table 1 

Panel Data Regressions on the Effect of Self-favoring Powerholders' Responsiveness on 
Subordinates’ Justice-Oriented Voice over Time 

 Trend of the subordinates’ justice-oriented voice,  
across the rounds of the experiment 

 Study 1 Study 2 
 Non-responsive Responsive Non-responsive Responsive 

Time .21* -.00 .29* -.06 
    SE .03 .04 .05 .11 
    β .57* -.01 .71* -.13 
     

Time2 -.02* .00 -.02* .01 
    SE .00 .00 .01 .01 
    β -.48* .00 -.51* .19 
     

R2 Overall .0214 .0000 .0576 .0050 
Wald chi2 60.80 .08 73.18 1.74 
# of observations 624 576 320 320 
# of subordinates 78 72 40 40 
Note. “Time” refers to rounds in the experimental game and Time2 refers to the quadratic term 
for time. SE refers to standard errors and β refers to the standardized coefficients.  
* p < .05 
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Figure 1. Subordinates’ Justice-Oriented Voice in the Self-Favoring Powerholder Conditions, Studies 1 and 2
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Figure 2. Subordinates’ instrumental motives fully mediated the relationship between 
powerholders' responsiveness and subordinates’ decisions to voice. When powerholders were 
non-responsive (as opposed to responsive) subordinates’ instrumental motives were reduced 
which in return decreased the likelihood of subordinates’ expressing their justice-oriented voice.  
Note. Powerholders' responsiveness: non-responsive = 1, responsive = 0.  
 

Powerholders’ 
responsiveness 

Subordinates’ 
instrumental 

motives 

Subordinates’ 
decisions to 

voice 

-.77 (.28) 
p = .005 

.26 (.09) 
p = .004 

-.78 (.52) 
p = .135 
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